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Abstract—In this paper, gateway placement approaches in 

Wireless Mesh Network are studied and evaluated. Their 

purposes are classified.  According to the relevant 

researches in this area, there are many gateway placement 

approaches in Wireless Mesh Network that have been 

found. These approaches are designed to find an optimal 

network throughput, cost minimization, quality of services 

and load balancing. In this paper these approaches are 

classified depending on their purposes. This classification 

helps in determining the optimal approaches by 

comparing and analyzing the mechanism of each approach 

and then select the suitable approach that can be used 

depending on the aim of the wireless mesh network. The 

study result shows that there are significant research 

efforts in gateway placement problem in wireless mesh 

network specifically in terms of throughput and quality of 

services, but extra research efforts are needed in gateway 

placement considering load balancing. 

 

IndexTerms—Wireless Network, Wireless Mesh Networks, 

and Gateway placement approaches 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently wireless networks have gained more 

attention by the researchers. This is because of their 

limitations and challenges. Wireless mesh network 

(WMN) is a communication technology for last-mile 

broadband internet access [1], community and 

neighborhood networks [2].  WMN consists of mesh 

routers (MR)s and mesh clients (MC)s. The backbone 

here is a multi-hop wireless network of mesh routers. 

The mesh backbone (network infrastructure for mesh 

clients) can be built using Nemours types of radio 

technologies [3]. the mesh routers are self-configuring 

and self-healing links among themselves [3]. A WMN is 

a type of wireless network, so it suffers from the same 

limitations and challenges of the wireless network.  By 

its nature, wireless mesh networks suffers from the 

bandwidth limitation [1]. 

A WMN needs gateway devices to connect to the 

internet; usually in mesh networks. Some mesh routers 

have the gateway functionality which can provide the 

connectivity of  WMN to the internet [3]. Since the mesh 

routers are the backbone of the networks,  they make 

bottleneck, therefore the gateway placement is an 

important issue in network design in order to increase 

the network throughput, to guarantee load balancing in 

gateways and minimize signaling cost in the network, 

then leads to better performance. 

This paper focuses on presenting different gateway 

placement approaches in the wireless mesh network area 

considering the variation in the mechanism and the 

design philosophy they have used. The research efforts 

in the gateway placement in WMN are classified into 

two broad categories: 

 the first consists of the papers pertaining to 

throughput performance and connectivity 

 the secongd deals with quality of services. 

II. GATEWAY PLACEMENT APPROACHES 

This Section classifies and studies gateway placement 

approaches depending on their purpose such as: 

throughput performance, connectivity/coverage rate, 

load balancing, cost minimization, quality of services 

and delays in communication. 

A. Gate placement approaches for Load balancing 

In [1], a gateway placement approach using linear 

programming as a multiple objective was proposed. 

Their approach used an algorithm for gateway selection, 

and to balance the number of mesh routers attached to 

the gateway. Althourgh the proposed approach achieved 

a good load balancing comparing with the others, but no 
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improvement was achieved in their approach in the 

number of gateways and the hop count. 

B. Gateway placement approaches for connectivity/coverage 

In [2], a new gateway problem approach was proposed 

to solve the wireless mesh network bottleneck problem 

at gateways to optimize the network performance. In this 

paper, all mesh routers firstly were distributed and 

treated as nodes. Then the weighted objective function 

was designed using the logarithm normal distribution 

model to guarantee the connectivity of all nodes 

including the routers. Finally the nodes of high 

throughput and better connectivity were configured as 

gateways using tree-set partition (TSP) algorithm to 

choose between them. The proposed solution achieved 

better optimization in wireless mesh network 

considering the connectivity, coverage, and throughput 

performance; but in large networks the cost may increase 

due to the increasing number of gateways in the network 

that were configured as gateways to maintain high 

connectivity and coverage rate. 

C. Gateway placement approaches for optimal throughput 

In [3], grid-based gateway deployment method was 

proposed using cross-layer throughput optimization. LP-

Flow-Throughput was used as an evaluation tool. The 

evaluation shows that, the method exploits the available 

resources effectively and it performs better than the 

random and fixed deployment methods. Although, the 

proposed solution achieved better throughput, 

connectivity and coverage because of using a lot of 

gateways; but this will increase the cost of the 

equipment. Furhtermore,  this solution did not consider 

the number of mesh routers connected to the specific 

gateway, so the balancing in number of mesh routers per 

gateway has been forgotten. 

In [4], a configuration model for a fixed wireless mesh 

network haw  proposed to determine the maximum and 

the optimal throughput depending on fixed wireless 

nodes with fixed locations and data flows generated in in 

a logical manner, and also to determine how the network 

can be configured to achieve the optimum throughput. 

The authors of that paper  developed and investigated 

optimization framework to define the optimal throughput 

and also to set the network configuration. They used the 

enumerative method to get numerical results in different 

situations of interest and to get different insights about 

the network structure considering the optimal routes, 

schedules and physical layer parameters. The proposed 

model helps in determining the achievable throughput in 

correspondent scenario. 

In [5], a model to generate many heuristics to get an 

optimal position for a single gateway in wireless mesh 

network was proposed. The authors of that paper used 

the proposed model in [4] to generate multiple scenarios 

and then compare their relative performance in terms of 

the network throughput. The proposed solution can 

attain good performance by a achieving the optimum 

throughput, but the solution can only be used in 

networks with a single gateway while most of the 

networks use multiple gateways. 

D. Gateway placement approaches for cost minimization 

In [6], a model  to solve gateways placement problem 

depending on integer linear programming with 

considering quality of service issues was proposed. The 

degree-based GDTSP was used to make comparisons 

among existing solutions, and finally heuristic algorithm 

was developed. However, the solution concentrated only 

on cost minimization rather than enhancing the 

performance. This is a drawback because one cannot 

enhance performance and throughput without increasing 

the number of gateways. So, this will automatically 

increase the cost and thus it leads to a contradiction with 

the assumption of  reducing the cost. 

E. Gateway placement approaches for quality of services 

considering relay load and delay in communication 

In [7], a solution was proposed and two gateway 

placement problems were addressed: the first problem is 

to optimize the delay in communication and the second 

is to optimize the cost of communication. The 

algorithms are flexible and can be improved considering 

delay, relay load and the constraints the gateway 

capacity as mentioned in [8], but the solution requires at 

least two hops and two nodes to be tested. 

In [9], an algorithm was proposed to solve the 

gateway placement problem using clustering technique 

in the following four stages: select cluster heads, assign 

each node to an identified cluster satisfying the delay 

constraint, break down the clusters that do not satisfy the 

relay loadconstraint or the gateway capacity constraint, 

and finally select gateways to reduce the maximum relay 

load as mentioned in [8]. However, the algorithm does 

not have competitive performance because of the 

following two reasons: first, when identifying cluster 

heads and assigning mesh routers to the identified cluster 

heads, the algorithm does not make use of global 

information about the BWMN; second, splitting a cluster 

without considering re-assigning those mesh routers to 

existing clusters may create some unnecessary clusters 

and therefore increases the number of clusters 

significantly as mentioned in [8]. 

In [10], a new algorithm explored the placement 

problem of Internet Transit Access Points (ITAP)s in 

wireless neighborhood networks under three wireless link 
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models, and for each of the wireless link models,they 

developed algorithms for the placement problembased on 

neighborhood layouts, user demands, andwireless link 

characteristics. The placement problem issimilar to the 

gateway place of BWMN. However, theiralgorithms 

consider only one constraint, that is, users’ bandwidth 

requirements as mentioned in [8]. 

In [11], computationally the gateway placement 

problem was considered as an N-Hard when it could be 

transformed in a minimum dominating set problem and 

proved as NP-complete and then adapted a recursive 

dominating set algorithm to solve the minimum 

dominating set problem. The algorithm considers the 

delay, relay load and gateway constraints. This method 

has better performance than the algorithms in [7, 9, 10]. 

However,  it has the following deficiencies: first, it can 

be used for those BWMNs that form a connected 

component;  second, it needs to set the initial radius size 

properly; otherwise, it would not create satisfactory 

results as mentioned in [8]. 

III. . CONCLUSION 

In this paper, gateway placement approaches in 

Wireless Mesh Network are studied and evaluated, and 

their purposes are studied.  This paper has shown that, 

there are many gateway placement approaches in 

Wireless Mesh Network. 

These approaches can be classified depending on their 

design aims where these approaches are designed to find 

an optimal network throughput in the form of perfect 

connectivity and coverage, network performance, hops 

count, network's equipments cost minimization, quality 

of services and load balancing in term of the number of 

mesh routers attached to the specific gateway. 

This classification  may help in determining the 

optimal approaches by comparing and analyzing the 

mechanism of each approach to select the suitable 

approach among them depending on the aim of the 

wireless mesh network and its design.  

This study has shown that there are  considrable  

research efforts in gateway placement problem in 

wireless mesh network specially in term of throughput 

and quality of services, but extra research efforts are 

needed in gateway placement considering load balancing 

for better performance. 
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